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Introduction:  Cassini launched in October 1997.  

Arriving at Saturn in late June 2004, the spacecraft 
orbited Saturn for over thirteen years.  During this 
time period, Cassini collected data nearly every mi-
nute of the day, interweaving hundreds of targets, tens 
of thousands discrete observations.  Faced with the 
end of the mission in September of 2017, the Project 
embarked on an ambitious effort to archive its col-
lected data and higher-order products in a manner that 
would enable future scientists and engineers to access 
its content.  Teaming up with the Planetary Data Sys-
tem (PDS), the Project developed Help Pages to meet 
this goal. 

 
The Challenges:  The Cassini Project was faced 

with several challenges towards this goal: 
• Future inaccessibility of Cassini science experts 

meant that resources to help find and interpret da-
ta needed to be gathered and archived 

• The highly complex Cassini data set required an 
approach to more effectively parse by science type or 
discipline, calibrate, and analyze.  Additional back-
ground information, including planning strategies, in-
strument states, and spacecraft state, needed to be gen-
erated and archived along with existing documenta-
tion. 

• Existing search capabilities required that relative 
metadata and tools be enhanced or generated to cov-
er all types of science data in order to effectively 
find, and analyze the data 

• Processed Cassini data in PDS was minimal after 
collection and calibration, and derived higher order 
products and research support files was required to 
boost the focus and efficiency of future research ef-
forts 

 
The Solutions:  Faced with the above challenges, 

the project consulted with Cassini and non-Cassini 
scientists and experts in data archiving.  Broadly, the 
following objectives were defined: 
• SCIENCE TEAMS and DISCIPLINE EXPERTS:  

Generate and deliver the most valuable research 
support data, to organize observations for users, 
and to call out measurements focused on specific 
scientific high-value science measurements (such as 

occultations), and special geologic features (such 
as the red streaks of Tethys). 

• CASSINI PROJECT:  Generate and deliver 
search & visualization tools to help find and 
evaluate data in a context that supports scientific 
questions 

• CASSINI PROJECT:  Develop an architecture to 
organize data by science teams and disciplines. 
House tools and data in web pages at the PDS as 
a “one-stop shop” for Cassini data and supporting 
resources. 

 
The project developed the Cassini Mission Ar-

chive web pages at the Planetary Data System (PDS), 
with links to science research support data and sci-
ence data in the PDS Atmospheres Node, as well as 
general mission overview information, common re-
sources, common software tools, as well as guides to 
help find and analyze data 

 

 
Figure 1.  Snapshot of the Cassini Magnetospheric 

Science webpage. 
 

 
Science-Themed Pages.  Cassini science has tradi-

tionally been divided into five discipline areas: Sat-
urn, Rings, Magnetosphere, Icy Satellites, and Titan 
(including links to Huygens documentation).  Theme 
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pages (Figure 1) were developed with products useful 
to that discipline, for example:   
• Timeline visualizations for all Saturn observa-

tions 
• Summary table for Ring properties 
• Magnetospheric event lists and reference models 
• Observation tables for Titan, Enceladus, and oth-

er moons 
• Written summaries and collections to capture the 

intent of the observations. 

 
Instrument-Specific Pages.  Cassini’s science in-

struments can be broadly classified into remote sens-
ing and in-situ experiments.  The Cassini Mission 
Archive contains twelve pages (Figure 2), each con-
taining a high-level description of an instrument and 
specific details on the data that it returned, with links 
to: 
• Users’ Guides 
• Links to science-support information and tools 

for the analysis of that instrument’s data 
• Observation descriptions and links to science data 

on the PDS  
 
Search and Analysis Tools.  During the course of 

developing the Cassini Mission Archive, the Cassini 
Project determined that several tools already existed 
on the PDS to help assist with finding appropriate 
datasets, such as: 
• Outer Planets Unified Search and Image Atlas 

image-search tools from the Ring-Moon Systems 
Node and Imaging Node, respectively 

• WebGeocalc spacecraft geometry calculator from 
the Navigation and Ancillary Information Facility 
from the Navigation Node 

 
There were several areas where tools were found 

to be lacking and the team devoted resources for de-
velopment, including: 
• Event Calendar for quick event-oriented and 

time-based searches 
• Titan Trek geographic information system to help 

find and preview remote-sensing data within the 
context of Titan’s surface 

 
Spacecraft Events and Configuration.  Certain 

events and configurations on the spacecraft itself af-
fected the science data. This information has been 
collected to help scientists properly understand and 
analyze the data, including, but not limited to: 
• Noise sources 
• Calibration details 

• Navigation information 
• Data gaps 
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Figure 2.  Snapshot of the Cassini Imaging Sci-
ence Subsystem page. 

 
Additional Information:  The above mentioned 

Planetary Data System Cassini Mission Archive can 
be found at the following location: 

https://pds-
atmospheres.nmsu.edu/data_and_services/atmosphere
s_data/Cassini/Cassini.html 

  Assistance from the PDS can be obtained here:  
https://pds-
atmospheres.nmsu.edu/contact_us/contact_us.htm 
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